The Development of Pan-Nigerian Type for Typewriting and Printing


0. Introduction: the need for Pan-Nigerian type to be designed

Although typewriters and typesetting equipment have been adapted for various Nigerian languages over the years, the Pan-Nigerian typewriter project of the National Language Centre has addressed the need for a single, standard, efficient set of tools for writing all the major languages in those technologies which are presently used for text-production and reproduction in Nigeria, as well as those technologies which will eventually be introduced.

The manual, 46-key office typewriter is an ideal starting point for addressing this need, for a number of reasons. First, it is a proven technology universally available in Nigeria. Second, the costs of adapting it are modest, both in time and money. Third, it imposes a certain discipline on the typography design due to the limited inventory of symbols which it can contain. Above all, and as a result of the foregoing, it provides a proving ground for testing, demonstrating and popularising the idea of a unified graphic system for all the nation's languages, such that the adoption of this design in the other desired technologies can be cheaper, faster and more effective.

It is on these grounds that I proposed, at the typewriter design meeting of consultants to the Language Centre (Benin City, 19 July 1983), that the problem of adapting the manual office typewriter should be addressed in the context of an overall design for Pan-Nigerian type. The typewriter itself, after all, is an adaptation of printing type to uniform spacing requirements after years of evolution in movable-types. It will be seen below that the typewriter is in some ways easier, and in other ways harder, to adapt to the requirements of Pan-Nigerian; the danger in solving design problems piecemeal is that what looks ideal in isolation may be an unfortunate choice when the totality of use is considered. The design we now have permits all applications to be maximally homogeneous and compatible.

The rest of this report follows this outline:

1. Design requirements and the completed design
2. Prototype manual typewriter
3. Electric (golf-ball) and electronic (daisy wheel) typewriters/word processors
4. Hand-set type for letterpress printing
5. Linotype for letterpress printing
6. Use of handset or Linotype for offset printing (lithography)
7. Photocomposition for offset printing (lithography)
8. Digital composition for photocomposition, laserprinting and computer database
9. Appendix of documents referred to in the report
10. Conclusion

It would be wrong to develop any one of these technologies without considering the others. All of them are presently in use within Nigeria, or will be shortly. Because we now have a unified design, we have made significant progress toward the application of Pan-Nigerian type to all of them in the course of developing the prototype manual typewriter.

1. Design requirements and the completed design

The Benin meeting referred to above was a unique combination of representatives from government, linguistics and printing/publishing fields. Without such a combination, no design could have been achieved with any practical value. Linguists have been adapting their personal typewriters for the particular languages of their interest for many years, with uneven results. Many such "educated" typewriters exist in Nigeria, primarily in the numerous departments of linguistics/Nigerian languages, and a wide range of publications have been produced on them, either by stencil or camera-ready offset. Some of these publications, such as the Tadani Research Notes or African Studies Occasional Publications, have maintained acceptable standards of legibility albeit at relatively great cost of labour time. This is where the contributions of the typists/printers were most valuable: how to streamline the work of the typist/typesetter at the keyboard. It was discovered that an acceptably efficient keyboard had to depart from the model which the linguists prefer for their own work by eliminating some symbols that they find convenient but which are not strictly necessary in Nigerian orthographies, and by creating some unitary characters with their own "subdots" (specifically ə, ñ, ọ, ụ, ụọ) which the linguists find unnecessary since they are content to produce these characters by two keystrokes (the first stroke being the subdot alone on a "dead" key (.) and the second stroke being the desired letter).

After this discovery, breaking the efficiency deadlock, the meeting was convinced that a unityary Pan-Nigerian keyboard was possible. Some small compromises were still required from the linguists in their capacity as representatives of various Nigerian languages, to harmonise certain minor writing practices. Such compromises were made by Hausa, Igbo, Jspn and Yoruba as follows:

Hausa: glottal stop to be written with inverted comma at ə space as in ʃa 'daughter'
Igbo (and Efik-Ibibio): velar nasal to be written with macron as in ọnụ 'drinking'
Jspn: "rising". accent (') to be done by hand or with combination of +
Yoruba: "subdot" to be separated from body of letter, thus ọ, ọọ, ọọọ, not ọ, ọọ, ọọọ on condition that it be a vertical stroke, not a simple dot (thus ọ, ọọ, ọọọ).
These points, which are of mere historical interest in themselves, are mentioned here to illustrate the kind of compromise which was required at the Benin meeting, in order to "keep the keyboard one". They do not represent changes in the orthographies of the individual languages concerned, but they do represent changes in the graphic interpretation of those orthographies which make it possible for the Federal Government to have a unitary design which can be the basis of investment (public and private). Individual publishers, states or language groups do not have the resources to develop different orthographies into tools of mass production; only the Federal Government can organise a design that is economically feasible because of its general usefulness and streamlining.

This is not to say that Nigerian orthographies are, or should be, totally consistent with each other. For historical reasons, southern Nigerian languages have gradually opted for the "subdot system" which was first introduced by S. May Crowther in 1875 for Yoruba. Subdots have gradually replaced "special symbols" in Igbo (1961), Edo (1974-75), Idoma and Etsako, for the representation of narrow-phonix vowels. Other African countries, e.g., Ghana, have retained special symbols for these vowels, and if the Nigerian system is better we have Bishop Crowther to thank. Orthographic harmonisation for the whole African continent seems clearly unattainable, but the effective harmonisation of Nigerian orthographies which the Pan-Nigerian design accomplishes is, I believe, a historical achievement. It happens that most northern Nigerian languages (Kaura, Fulfulde, Kanuri etc.) employ some special symbols, notably "hooked" ₒ ₘ as well as the "schwa" a. It is a singular coincidence that there is no acceptable way to type the "schwa" with a subdot, so the special symbol seems inevitable; as for the hooked letters, they would be less felicitously written with subdots since too many subdots with different meanings would definitely be confusing, ungrammatically illegible. In the case of the northern orthographies, therefore, we can say that consistency with the southern orthographies in all details would have been impossible on linguistic grounds, and that the four special symbols required for the northern Nigerian languages are complementary with the southern diacritics ("subdots").

The subdot poses a number of technical problems which are in effect solved by the compromise on its shape between the Yoruba and Igbo norms. For one thing, a pure dot is easily obscured by underlining (on a typewriter), and drops out rather easily in both direct and photographic/xerographic systems of reproduction since it is not heavy enough. For another, a connected line does not harmonise with the letters ṣ and ñ on purely graphic grounds. Some white space between the letter and the subdot is optimal for legibility. Unfortunately, however, the Roman alphabet did not evolve with much importance given to letterforms descending below the line of writing: it began as an all-capital alphabet with the greatest density of visual information along the top third of the writing line, which became the height of the lower case letters that developed out of Uncial script in the late middle ages). Making the subdot vertical in dimension helps its legibility and reproducibility, but there is a very narrow limit below the line for that dimension to extend. It became clear at the Benin meeting, therefore, that some advice would be needed by any type caster on how much room there was for the subdot to extend downwards.

A similar problem is associated with the tone marks that come above the ten different vowels as well as the nasals m and n; it should be at the same height for both upper and lower case letters (otherwise two extra keys would be needed on the typewriter), yet there is no "room" above the upper case letters due to the limitations of the height of type bars (both in typesetting and typewriting, but especially in the latter where the platen under the paper is curved away from the type as the letter ascends higher, thus:

This consideration also applies to the subdot but is much more serious with the tone marks since they are read differently depending on their angles/shapes whereas the subdot is a binary mark which is either present or absent. It appeared that the only way to make the tone marks ("accents") work in combination with upper case letters was not to raise the accents but to lower the letters. Once again, this solution does not appear very strange when the history of alphabetic writing is considered. The classic ratio of lower to upper case before the 17th century was much closer than today, perhaps 8:10 versus 6:10. Since typewriter type is already produced in two sizes, pica (larger) and elite (smaller), what Pan-Nigerian needs is essentially pica lower case and elite upper case; then the tone marks can be positioned as low as possible so that they just graze the tops of the upper case letters, and they will not be too high for the lower case letters, thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a} & \quad \text{e} & \quad \text{i} & \quad \text{o} & \quad \text{u} \\
\text{a} & \quad \text{e} & \quad \text{i} & \quad \text{o} & \quad \text{u} \\
\text{a} & \quad \text{e} & \quad \text{i} & \quad \text{o} & \quad \text{u} \\
\text{a} & \quad \text{e} & \quad \text{i} & \quad \text{o} & \quad \text{u} \\
\text{a} & \quad \text{e} & \quad \text{i} & \quad \text{o} & \quad \text{u}
\end{align*}
\]
with these design specifications (appendix 9.1a,b), Pan-Nigerian became a theoretical possibility; the typing specialists at the meeting helped determine optimal key placement (9.1a), and the meeting proposed a timetable for delivery of a prototype typewriter, as well as typesetting machinery for both line- and photo-composition (9.1b section 4.0). My proposal to the meeting was adopted as a recommendation, namely that a qualified type designer be contacted to complete what we had started. I proposed I. Hermann Zapf, who is universally acknowledged to be the leading type designer in the world, someone who had worked both with classic European typefaces and also with the application of advanced technology to new typefaces in languages such as Arabic, Russian, and Greek. The Language Centre asked me to locate him (appendix 9.1d), which I did by September 1963 when I had a short visit to the U.S. Zapf was visiting prof. at Rochester Institute of Technology in 1963, a fact which I did not know, so that my letter had to be forwarded to him from Barmstadt, West Germany.

From the outset, Zapf worked with great speed and without asking for payment. I must put it on record that he has expressed a philanthropic interest in the project, which I can paraphrase as follows: "Nigeria has given so much to the world with its great bronze of Igbo Ukwu, Ife and Benin; it is only fitting that Europe should do something for Nigeria."
I received his initial sketches at Newka; these were, however, off the mark in several crucial respects. I replied with corrections via Prof. Armstrong, who traveled to Barmstadt in December 1963. Meanwhile, Zapf asked the Neuville type foundry in Barcelona to make some trial engravings of his drawings to test the feasibility of our desired proportions.
Zapf has worked, since 1947, as artistic director of D. Stempel type foundry in Frankfurt, but Stempel has been on the verge of closing for the past few years; Neuville on the other hand is gradually absorbing all the other type foundries in Western Europe. By the time the Neuville proofs were ready, I was back at Harvard; I observed that the original design problems had not been corrected, and this information found its way to Zapf through Neuville (for some reason Zapf did not receive his copy). It was in this way that Zapf prepared his final drawings in preparation for the Ministry delegation in July 1985. The revised versions of these drawings, based on our face-to-face work, are attached as Appendix 9.2a,b.

A number of issues need clarification with respect to these drawings. 9.2a is the typewriter face, drawn at scale. This is useful as a guide to the production of machines but is inadequate for the moulding of the type bars since this requires large-scale drawings as found in 9.2b. But the large scale drawings of 9.2b are not done in uniform spacing such as is required on all typewriters except for the IBM Composer. I have believed that typewriter type bars are cast in the same way as foundry type, but I learned at Barcelona that the processes are different: typewriter bars are pressure moulded from a metal alloy while foundry type is liquid-cast from a lead alloy. So the way that the typewriter face is produced requires the two drawings to be read together, such that 9.2b provides a guide to details in which 9.2a departs from standard typewriter type. But 9.2b does not reflect the reduced upper-case proportions which are necessary in any application of 9.2a in its correct proportions.

Secondly, since the accents (tone marks) are not separate from the letters in 9.2b, the impression is given of a small number of total symbols (64 excluding Å, ö, ë, numerales etc.) Actually, of course, the tone marks freely combine with all the vowels (10 upper case and 10 lower case) as well as the nasals (n and N). The total number of unitary symbols with tomemarks included is actually 166 alphabetic symbols, and with the addition of numerals, punctuation etc. the total comes to 155 (or 196 including Â) – see Appendix 9.3a.

A third caveat about the design is that Zapf chose to use an existing Roman type to construct the new characters around. The Benin meeting specified a bold, serif type style (9.1a 3.0.3). Serif type is another word for Roman, as opposed to sans-serif (or Grotesk) type. Of course he could have started an entirely new Roman type, but the time and expense associated with such a job would have prevented us from continuing for several years. The basis of the Pan-Nigerian drawings in 9.2b is a typeface called Impressum, which was designed in the late 1950's by Walter Bauer as a condensed form of his earlier Volta design, both done at the Bauer type foundry in Frankfurt. All the Bauer types were bought by Neuville when it acquired the foundry in 1972. Neuville therefore "owns" Impressum; it obviously does not own the changes in Impressum which Zapf made to accommodate Pan-Nigerian. Zapf has transferred all his rights in Pan-Nigerian to the Federal Ministry of Education (9.2c). The question is how to register the Ministry's rights on Pan-Nigerian.

Zapf proposes that the Ministry contact the World Industrial Patent Office (WIPO) in Geneva and inquire about the possibilities of protection. The director of Neuville, Mr. W.A. Hartmann, doubts that the modifications on standard types in 9.2b are sufficient to permit a separate patent. It is my impression that Zapf would disagree, since his signature on 9.2b implies that it is an original artwork (even though it uses some existing type as its basis). Zapf also advised us that piracy of type designs is the norm (many of his own designs, especially Optima and Palatino, have been pirated around the world. Unfortunately, the Pan-Nigerian drawing in 9.2b does not have the correct upper-case proportions (which are unique to our design and probably patentable). I recommend that the Ministry contact WIPO for advice, and meanwhile secure an agreement with Neuville and Olivetti regarding the rights to production of Impressum-based Pan-Nigerian foundry type and Pan-Nigerian typewrit-
Part of any such agreements should be the rights to use the final designs, which can be identified with proofs of the printed letters (letterpress proofs of the Neuville type and typed proofs of the Olivetti type). The Ministry should be able to transfer the typewriter rights to any other manufacturer, since Olivetti did not supply any of the design inputs; as for the use of Impressum, with its Pan-Nigerian modification, the problem will not arise with Linotype since Impressum is already licensed to at least one major Linotype matrix manufacturer (Matroyere in Milan, Italy). The problem of joint Neuville and Nigerian rights in Impressum-Pan-Nigerian will only arise in the application of the design to photocomposition and digital typesetting. I recommend that the Ministry keep discussing the matter with Hartmann, Zapf and W.F.O. The best arrangement will be one that secures some Ministry leverage over the manufacturers of the various type technologies since design-ownership has made the commercial value of type designs less absolute these days. In metal type, one may possess the engraved matrices; but in phototype, once any text is printed it can be copied with a mere snap of the camera shutter, and slightly altered so as to avoid a provable offense. The Ministry should therefore, I feel, pursue a pragmatic course aimed at rapid commercialisation with maximum leverage. More will be said on this subject in connection with the individual type technologies discussed below. Zapf has put the Ministry's ownership of Pan-Nigerian in his recent book, "The Rights of Type". In summary, I feel that the Pan-Nigerian design 9.2a-b is complete insofar as it can serve as the basis of all applications such that these applications fully satisfy the specifications of the Benin meeting. I am quite happy about the quality of the design. And although a full set of typewriter and letterpress proofs are desirable for ultimate documentation of the design especially as far as copyright issues are concerned, I do not believe that the legal issues surrounding the design need to delay the development of working prototypes of all the applications which the Ministry may desire. Given this state of affairs, the significance of Zapf's letter releasing the rights over the design to the Ministry is a matter for legal consultation; the letter is reproduced as 9.2o.

2. Prototype manual typewriter

When I learned that Neuville was unable to cast manual typewriter type, I was directed by Neuville to Olivetti which has its world headquarters for manual typewriter production in Barcelona. It should be mentioned that Neuville's type catalog does list several "Maschinenchrarten", but it turned out that these are foundry types made to imitate the appearance of typewritten copy. I regret the confusion on my part. Fortunately, the chief engineer and production manager of Hispano Olivetti, Jose Llanos, lost no time in understanding our needs with the aid of Zapf's drawings. He sold us an office machine for which he will produce the special type bars for the end of September; these will be sent to the Ministry for fitting into the machine, at which point a demonstration of the machine can take place with texts from the nine major languages. I would appreciate being sent a copy of these texts (to my Harvard address) so that I can assess how well Llanos copied the design. I may be able to come to Nigeria in December 1985, but only if this is necessary. Before I leave Lagos I will discuss the job of fitting the new type bars onto the machine with Mrs. Marinho's designated technician; the best thing will be to go through the steps of removing and replacing the bars from its pivot, so as to anticipate any problems.

At that stage, when the proofs of the typewriter face are approved, the Ministry will be able to negotiate with all interested typewriter manufacturers for the rights to produce the Pan-Nigerian manual typewriter. Because the standard office manual machine has only 46 keys, the machine cannot contain the keys for Ñ and ç, which are needed for English. I would strongly recommend that the Ministry also try to find out if there is a manufacturer of 48-key office manuals, since such a machine could then type English as well as all the major Nigerian languages; this would give it an unapproachable market position and enable the Ministry to extract the best terms from the manufacturer, since the demand for English typewriters is already very high, and since many of the applications of the typewriter will be in situations of bilingual texts between English and one or more Nigerian languages. Most electric typewriters have 48 keys, so this aspect should be explored at the same time (see section 3 below). As far as Olivetti is concerned, I can only communicate my strong impression that they are interested in supplying for the Nigerian market and that they are quite capable of producing with adequate quality, speed and economy. Mrs. Marinho has the relevant documents from Llanos/Olivetti.

3. Electric (golf-ball) and electronic (daisy wheel) typewriters/word processors

It is part of the history of the Pan-Nigerian project that the IBM company was at one time in communication with the Ibadan Dept. of Linguistics & Nigerian Languages about producing a "golf-ball" type element for Nigerian languages. The golf-ball fits the Selectric I, II, III models of typewriters; models II and II have the self-correcting lifting tape feature. The Language Centre's Selectric typed the second Orthography manual and is being used to type the third, for direct offset printing without further typesetting. Many international journals of linguistics are typed camera-ready on Selectrics because of the flexibility of the inter-changeable golf-balls, as well as because the ribbon quality is so high. But IBM has not been putting much research and development into the Selectric line of electric typewriters in recent years, since the advent of microchip processor-based electronic typewriters which use daisy wheels, and are connectable to word processors with modest display and memory functions. In fact, the "electric was originally linked to an early word processor (called MTS), but the golf ball is not fast enough for
present-day word-processing standards. It happens, however, that many people still prefer the Selectric for camera-ready applications, since speed is less important than flexibility and reliability, and especially print quality.

It is therefore desirable that the Ministry consider commissioning a Pan-Nigerian golf-ball (and also possibly a daisy wheel). Since both technologies have 96 symbols, i.e. 48 symbols multiplied by 2 for upper and lower case matrices, they could easily be Pan-Nigerian plus and g for English. Most scientific publications in Nigerian languages, and all popular publishing with a projected quantity of less than 20,000 copies, could be most efficiently and legibly done with a Pan-Nigerian golf ball plus offset printing. The problem is that IBM does not invest in the golf-ball any longer, and all new golf-ball designs are produced by the Honolulu, Hawaii firm Camwil. I have obtained Camwil’s price for a new casting of a golf-ball, which is attached as Appendix 9.4a-b. The Ministry should, I believe, contact Camwil for exclusive rights to Pan-Nigerian golf-balls and daisy wheels, since the market for these is potentially great (especially as many Nigerians are now purchasing electronic typewriters and word processors). But even if these rights prove to be too expensive, or are unenforceable because of piracy, I strongly urge the Ministry to commission the production of these elements in the interest of faster and cheaper reproduction of Nigerian language texts by government and private publishers. The golf-balls can even be used to cut ronce-type stencils, with results superior to those produced by ordinary typewriters, so the golf-balls would be useful for small-scale, local production of materials in universities and colleges that could own a Selectric (every Nigerian university owns several Selectrics at least).

4. Hand-set type for letter press printing

I have already described how Zapf introduced us to Hartmann’s Neufville Foundry, perhaps the last functioning hand-type foundry in Western Europe. Hand type is dying out in the highly industrialized countries, due to the availability of phototypesetting as from the 1970’s. But in South America, India and Africa, hand type remains the mainstay of the commercial printing industry. Most local printers in Nigeria employ hand type. There are two size-systems of hand-type: Didot (French) and Pica (English). Hand type is cast in a lead alloy and is somewhat fragile, having a lifespan of only a decade before it begins to break up. Needless to say, one of the problems with local printing in Nigeria is the fact that the hand type being used is very old and in need of replacement.

Hartmann’s Neufville is 100 years old this year, and holds a virtual monopoly on the casting of hand type since it bought out the matrices of most of the other European foundries; it is negotiating to buy the last major foundry this year. It is located in Spain because of lower labour costs, although its technical and financial direction is West German. After consultation with the production manager, W. Heins, I determined that 110 existing matrices of Impression could be carried over into Pan-Nigerian without any change, but that 85 new matrices would be needed to complete the face. The list of both categories is given in Appendix 9.3a. We ran a test proof of the existing characters in a special height ratio to determine if the tone marks could be kept level, and we found that the five most common sizes of type could be cast on Pica with proper heights (the 24 point size has slightly uneven heights but this is the biggest size generally used in titles where the difference can be accepted). Prof. Zapf has approved of this proof (which is given as Appendix 9.3b). Hartmann has communicated to Mr. Marinho the cost for him to engrave the remaining 85 matrices, and he has offered the Ministry two alternatives: pay for the new matrices and thereby own them, or allow Hartmann to pay part or all of the cost of the new matrices (about 31,167 US dollars) in exchange for his getting the exclusive right to produce Pan-Nigerian hand type and import it into Nigeria. I would advise the Ministry that, given the lack of competitors to Hartmann, there is little lost by granting him exclusive rights; this would save the Ministry the capital cost of the Matrices.

The Ministry can easily verify the impact on Nigerian printing and publishing of a ready supply of hand type for Nigerian languages (and English, with the addition of a and g). The local printing industry would be able to offer low cost, high quality service on its own letterpress machines, without any imported technology. Most local printers now turn down jobs in Nigerian languages because they do not have the necessary type. I therefore strongly recommend that the Ministry should conclude an arrangement with Hartmann as soon as possible. Zapf will provide Hartmann with the necessary large-scale drawings (without cost, I believe), and production will take about 6 months. As noted in the section on design, the full set of proofs from letterpress type is the surest way to establish the complete Pan-Nigerian design at actual scale, so as to guarantee that the quality of subsequent applications will be of an equal standard (letterpress is known as the highest quality standard in printing). Hartmann seems to want to be flexible about the fact that he already owns Impression, since his chief desire is to diversify his market into areas of the world that are going to depend on the old letterpress technology for years to come. The engraving of matrices at Neufville will also lead directly to the production of linotype matrices (primarily for newspapers and journals), as described in the next section. Finally, as described in section 6 below, both kinds of letterpress type (hand type and linotype) are usable for offset printing via simple proof method, a kind of hybrid technology that has certain appeal to developing countries where offset is important but where phototypesetting equipment is difficult to maintain.
5. Linotype for letterpress printing

Because of the arduous labour involved in setting hand type, especially in daily newspaper production, various technologies of automated typesetting for lead alloy type were developed in the last century. Monotype, the oldest, sets individual characters as they are selected by a keyboard; intertype and linotype set entire lines of type at a time. Many linotype machines are in use in Nigeria; Caxton Press uses monotype. Monotype developed some Nigerian language characters in the 1950's: the Ibadan/Cambridge University Press series of grammars including those by Profs. Bamgbaye and Williamson are set in Monotype. The word linotype is often used as a generic term for all automated typesetting systems which use lead casting. Unlike foundry type, which is cast at the factory and shipped to the printer who selects the appropriate letters and combines them in forms, linotype is a system whereby the printer owns the matrices themselves, and casts the letters "to order". The quality of linotype is somewhat lower than hand type, only because the automated process of casting and setting in lines is subject to wider tolerances than those of hand labour; but the enormous time saved in machine-setting can be used, in part, for quality checking and correction so that bad sets can be removed and replaced.

As mentioned, the Neufville face Impressum is already part of a linotype system, as produced by the company Matrotype in Milano, Italy. Hartmann promised to give us the address of Matrotype, but we failed to remind him. In any case, I think there is no harm in contacting Matrotype and asking them to quote on engraving the extra matrices (85) to complete their Impressum for Pan-Nigerian. Other Linotype companies could also be asked, although Hartmann informed us that Matrotype is more aggressively interested in expanding their market than are their British competitors. The development of Pan-Nigerian linotype will be a boon to the Nigerian-language newspaper industry. If the price of newsprint (paper) declines, it may become economical to print schoolbooks on newsprint instead of opaque text paper; they should be priced competitively with newspapers. It has also been suggested that newspapers should publish educational supplements, and this would be possible in Nigerian languages if Pan-Nigerian matrices for linotype were available. I do not know the working lifespan of a linotype matrix, but it is possible that the matrices now in use in Nigeria are in need of replacement; it would be better for the new matrices to be multilingual in Pan-Nigerian and English (with $\mathbb{F}$ and $\mathbb{G}$). A vital issue which must be investigated is the size of the matrix magazine in the kinds of linotype machines in use in Nigeria, since they must be able to hold up to 195 (or 196 with $\mathbb{G}$) individual matrices in order to be able to set Pan-Nigerian efficiently. I will try and find out what the norms capacities are, to see if we are in the realm of possibility. It is my impression that Monotype has a larger magazine than Linotype, in which case the Monotype company should be contacted instead, or in addition.

As far as the commercial arrangements, the Ministry should consider offering the incentive of import assistance in exchange for the necessary investment in extra engravings. If this is impossible, then as an alternative it is going to be necessary to finance the development directly. I believe that the matrix manufacturers will, as Neufville does in the case of foundry type, much prefer to spare the Ministry the expense of direct payment if they can be confident of access to the Nigerian market, which still uses letterpress for economic production.

6. Use of handmade or Linotype for offset printing (Lithography)

Offset printing utilizes a photographic image which is negative, then transferred to a positive, ink-attracting coating on a plate. The plate, when inked, transfers the positive image in reverse to a rubber blanket ("offsetting" it). The blanket then reverses the image a second time onto the paper, so that it reads in the correct direction. Offset printing is especially good for reproducing photographic images such as newspaper photos; it also can reproduce type that is photographically produced. Phototypesetting is far faster and more flexible than letterpress typesetting (either hand or linotype). But nothing prevents the camera from taking a picture of type that has been produced by letterpress. This option has been employed extensively in India, where both letterpress and offset presses exist but where (as in Nigeria) the lack of parts and maintenance as well as the climate make it difficult to keep phototypesetting equipment (e.g. Compugraphic) working well. The printer sets the desired text with letterpress type, takes one proof, touches up the proof and lays it out in any desired way, adds positive photos etc. then photographs the whole. This negative is the burned onto the offset plate in the normal way and the rest of the process is normal. Such an expedient is used by some presses in Nigeria (e.g. Assumpta Press in Owerri). This implies that the development of Pan-Nigerian letterpress type could simultaneously serve the offset industry in Nigeria.

7. Photocomposition for offset printing (Lithography)

Photocomposition (phototypesetting) is a process whereby photographic paper is exposed with the letter images and then developed like any black-and-white photo. In more advanced forms, the negative is produced directly, but as practiced in Nigeria the positive image is rephotographed and the resulting negative burned onto the plate as described in the previous section. Compugraphic machines are in widespread use in the bigger printing houses in Nigeria, despite the problems of repair. Typefaces for photocomposition are themselves contained on film, in all the different styles and fonts. The phototypesetter does not see
the type itself while entering the text at the keyboard; rather, the typesetter sees the coded alphabetic representation of the type on the cathode-ray screen (similar to a TV). This is a drawback when the typesetter is not skilled in visualising the finished type during the entry process. Among the biggest problems with phototype is the spacing of tables and other tabular material such as indentations; only a very skilled operator can produce acceptable copy on the first try. Usually, the material has to be set several times at the cost of time and materials. Applications of Pan-Nigerian to phototype will be primarily by large publishers who can employ highly trained staff and afford to maintain the equipment. Secondly, advertising and display copy in Nigerian languages will be phototypeset, by and large.

Due to the nature of the technology and its relatively upper-level applications, I do not see any need for the Ministry to invest in Pan-Nigerian phototypesetting. Rather, once the basic letterpress face is established (with the help of proofs and subject to the design issues raised at the outset of this report), the Ministry should invite the major phototypesetting companies to pay lump sum royalties for the right to produce and sell Pan-Nigerian linofilm/phototypesetting faces, in the fullest possible range of fonts (i.e. medium, bold, italic, shadowed etc.). The ease with which photosets can be pirated should caution us that once the face is in public circulation, it will be copied; at the outset, however, phototypesetting companies should be willing to purchase the design along with the imprimatur of the ministry.

One possibility which deserves consideration is to discuss, with the phototypeset companies, their investing in more advanced type technology (e.g. digital) as the equivalent of their paying for the design. I believe that the exchange would be to the advantage of the Ministry, since it is the data processing applications that promise to have greater impact in Nigeria over the long term. These are discussed in the final substantive section.

8. Digital composition for photocomposition, laserprinting, and computer database

The advantages of digital data processing are increasing almost daily, as more and more applications become possible. In the field of Nigerian language development, the single most important application is, in my opinion as a linguist, the development of a lexical database for individual languages as well as multilingually, for the production of large-scale dictionaries. At the moment, all the data has to be hand-processed because no machine can store a character with microfichable marks, e.g. the morpheme kp, ko, k₃, kp, kp is all stored in the same way. One can devise simple codes for entering these six morphemes, in effect a secondary discritic system on top of the primary one, but the possibility exists for the Pan-Nigerian keyboard to be programmed into the 48 keys of the microcomputer via the ASCII code that links the keys to the processor. A person who typed Nigerian languages at 40 words per minute could then enter language data at roughly the same rate. The other development that would be necessary to get something out of the processor is the adaptation of the output language to the Pan-Nigerian design. The output language instructs the printer/typesetter machine on the shapes of the characters in a digital code, describing all the geometric lines which are tangential to the form's outline.

At the moment, the most flexible keyboard is the Macintosh, with its Macpaint pasteup and design software. I have inquired about the feasibility of putting the Pan-Nigerian keyboard on the Macintosh, and it appears to be relatively simple. The Macintosh output language is Postscript, which is understood by Forgenthaler phototypesetters, equipment and also by the Adobe laserprinter which is marketed by Apple as the laserwriter. Appendix 9.5a-b describes the Macintosh-Laserwriter combination. I have forward his to the Language Centre a proposal by a Macintosh programmer, Fávarr Ugenjiifor, to adapt both input (ASCII) and output (Postscript) to Pan-Nigerian. This will permit a Nigerian-language database to be processed and printed in camera-ready form, as is required to produce the quadrilingual legislative Terminology Glossary.

The laserwriter currently prints in 300 dots per inch, whereas phototypesetting is at effectively 6000 dots per inch. Professor Kapf's files that once laserprinting is improved to 600 dots per inch (a simple binary split of each dot in each direction), its quality will be substitutable for phototypesetting in all but the smallest sizes (e.g. 6 point nice). The laserprinter produces copy on plain paper, without photographic sheenless. Both the Macintosh and the Laserwriter are portable, and what is more they are separable, so that the data entry and processing could be done on a Macintosh in Nigeria, while the typesetting could be done on a Forgenthaler digital image processor or an Adobe Laserwriter in another country, from the floppy disc. This hard copy would be photographed and printed by offset in the normal way, or plated directly from the floppy disc in a suitably equipped printing plant.

Although nobody would seriously propose that most Nigerian language typesetting be done in this way, I am arguing that there is no other way to do the kind of complex data processing and typesetting (e.g. resegmentisation, context searching) which modern lexicography demands. The Ministry would be well advised to explore this option if it can arrange for external subsidy of the programming, as from these companies themselves or from the traditional foundation grants.
10. Conclusion

The applications of Pan-Nigerian type are only crudely sketched in this report. The technical issues are all better addressed by those with intimate experience in the individual technologies. The questions of incentives and/or direct government investment in these technologies are certainly beyond the scope of this report, except insofar as I have been able to indicate the relative ease of each application and its potential on the Nigerian publishing scene. My main effort has been to see that the requirements of Nigerian language orthographies, as reviewed by Prof. Williamson and the Penin meeting, are adequately served by the Pan-Nigerian face, especially within the tight limits of typewriter technology but certainly more generally in other, finer forms of type.

Through the good offices of Prof. Zapf, and Herr Hartmann, we have been offered the chance to participate in the Fete de la Lettre holding in the French Cultural Centre in Lagos in November 1985 and then in other African cities. I propose that the Language Centre exhibit Pan-Nigerian at the Fete by having good literary texts in the nine major languages set in the typesetter and typesetting faces, blown up to poster size. The typewritten texts can be longer than the typeset ones, since the typewriting can be done on the prototype typewriter when it is complete; the typeset texts will have to be done by Zapf by hand, so they should not be more than one or two short sentences. The response to the design at the Fete should provide an index of what we are accomplishing.

I thank the Ministry and the Language Centre for the opportunity to contribute to this project. I will call on Mr. Adegbe's office on 13 August to answer any questions on this report and to collect the replica requested by Zapf for delivery to him in Frankfurt along with any other messages. Thereafter I can be reached back at Harvard.

Victor Manfradi
Mr. Victor Manfredi,
Dept. of Linguistics,
University of Nigeria,
Nasukka.

Dear Sir,

Typewriter Design

I am directed to forward to you the minutes of the Typewriter Design which was held in Benin on 19th - 20th July, 1983.

I am further to convey to you the Centre's appreciation for the time you took off from your busy schedules to attend the meeting and for your immense contribution.

Thanks for showing interest in our work. We hope to hear from you again.

Yours truly,

E.R. Ejenavi (Mrs)
for: Permanent Secretary.
1.0. Attendance

Professor Kay Williamson (Chairman) University of Port-Harcourt

Dr. A.U. Iwara - Institute of African Studies, University of Ibadan.

Dr. P.A. Nwachukwu - Dept. of Linguistics, University of Nigeria Nsukka.

Mr. Victor Manfredi - Dept. of Linguistics, University of Nigeria Nsukka.

Dr. B. Ikara - Director, Kaduna State Council for Arts and Culture, Kaduna.

Mr. M.A. Adeyemi - Academy Press, Lagos

Mr. J.A. Akinbohun - The Chief Editor, National Assembly, Lagos

Mr. D. Ogumnileyi - National Assembly, Lagos

Mr. A.O. Adu - Language Centre (FME), Lagos

Mrs. E.R. Ejenavi - Language Centre (FME), Lagos (Secretary)

2.0. Opening

The meeting started at 11.45 a.m. There was self introduction by participants and the committee embarked on the business of the meeting. The National Assembly staff at the meeting criticised the sample typeface presented on the ground that it would not meet their needs because it would slow down the speed of the typist thereby hamper the business of the Assembly. The Assembly staff suggested different keyboards for each of the three main Nigerian languages. There was wide ranging discussion over the various proposed keyboards to handle the 3 major Nigerian languages distinctly at professional levels of speed and accuracy. A main preoccupation was to reconcile the needs (speed and accuracy) of the National Assembly with the proposed single keyboards for Nigerian languages as originally designed. It was found possible to do so by making subdots integral to the vowel symbols thereby reducing the number of dead keys and extra typing strokes. Placement on the keyboard was equally governed by the needs of the typists and the minimum of changes in typewriter key positions from the standard. The typographical design of individual symbols was discussed with a view to maximum legibility and compactibility of all the symbols together.

3.0. (1) Taking all factors into account the most convenient keyboard is as attached.

(2) Pica type should be used.
PROPOSED KEYBOARD FOR NIGERIAN LANGUAGES

Non-Roman symbols
Key 36 é (schwa) e.g. Kanuri
Key 12 k K (hooked k) e.g. Hausa
Key 38 b B (hooked b) e.g. Hausa, Fulfulde

Tone Diacritics on dead keys, i.e. diacritic must be typed before letter
Key 13 (grave) for low tone
Key 25 (acute) for high tone
Key 1 (cedilla) for accent

Subdots on keys 23, 24, 34, 35, 46: short, rounded vertical bar some space below letter.

Tone diacritics: top and top right highlighted, bold, shallower
Underline: between vowel and consonants, highlighted, top right
Inverted commas: highlighted, top right
Mr. Victor Manfredi,
William James Hall,
Department of Anthrogeology,
Harvard University,
Massachusetts 02138,
U. S. A.

Dear Mr. Manfredi,

RE: PAN NIGERIAN TYPEFACE

I am directed to acknowledge, with thanks the receipt of your letter dated 30th July, 1987.

We are, however, writing to inform you that it may not be possible to retain the earlier proposed date of January 20 to January 22, 1988 for the signing of the Agreement. On closer consideration, the Ministry regards the January, 1988 date as inconvenient, since it falls at the beginning of the financial year. The Ministry, therefore, suggests that final negotiations should take place in the first or second week of March, 1988. Please indicate whether this new date is suitable.

Your co-operation is highly appreciated.

Yours truly,

M. U. GBELOSHE-ARIAMHORAI (MRS)
for: Permanent Secretary.
20 Noviembre de 1987.

Muy Sres nuestros:

La presente es para comunicarles que hemos recibido su atenta carta del 17 de los corrientes.

A continuación les detallamos nombre y dirección de proveedores para la Industria Gráfica en Nigeria, que nos pedían:

1. Afrographic Equipment & Supplies Co.
   BOX 623
   Lagos, Nigeria.

2. Igbalaye Printing Machinery & Co. LTD
   BOX 273 Oshogbo
   Nigeria.

3. Intergrafica Nigeria LTD
   BOX 567, Apapa
   Lagos, Nigeria
   Telex 22200 TDS NG o20.

4. Briscoo R.T. (Nig) LTD
   Sl. Agege Motor Road
   Lagos, Nigeria.

5. Nigerian Lithographic Ind. LTD
   BOX 373 Yaba
   Telex 26628 NIGLIT.

6. Ollifant G.B. (Dir of N.A.C.)
   58, Marina BOX 1061 Lagos, Nigeria.

Esperando que dicha información les sea de utilidad, aprovechamos la ocasión para saludarles muy atentamente.

CAMARA DE COMERCIO ASOCIADA HISPANO - NIGERIANA.
Mr. Wolfgang Hartmann,
Fundicion Tipografica,
Neufville, S. A.
Travesera de Graaa, 183
08012 Barcelona,
Spain.

Dear Mr. W. A. Hartmann,

Re: Pan Nigerian Typewriter and Typeface Agreement.

This is to acknowledge the receipt of your letters of the
to postpone the meeting in March 1988 has been noted.

Please select another date, preferably in October or
November 1988, when it will be convenient for you to come to
Lagos to sign the agreement.

An early reply will be highly appreciated.

Yours truly,

M. U. Gbinoshe - Araiworai (Mrs)

for: Honourable Minister of Education.
URGENTE / EXPRESS
Mr. Victor MANFREDI
c/o HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Department of Anthropology
William James Hall 427
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138
U.S.A.

Dear Victor:

Enclosed please find a copy of the letter of the FEDERAL MINISTRY OF EDUCATION from Nigeria, which I only received beginning of September after vacation and participation to IPEX. Can we plan to travel together to talk to these people? When would you be in disposition to travel, in December or January?

Please give me an immediate reply.

Yours cordially,

Wolfgang A. Hartmann
Gerente

Enclosure.
Mr. Victor Manfredi  
427 WJH  
Harvard University  
Cambridge MA 02138  
U.S.A

Dear Mr. Manfredi,

Prof. Kay Williamson said you could advise me on how to obtain a necessary software that carries characters of various Nigerian Languages.

We have the Macintosh SE of 1986/87 model and are actively establishing a typesetting office. Naturally, we should be interested in typesetting texts in the local languages.

We have heard of JolanPanNigerian created by you and Edward Oguejiofo. Is it possible to have it adapted for use in our Macintosh? How much will that be? Please advise.

Yours Sincerely,

103 PanNigerian characters (unit-stored individual diacritic combinations)

52 plain roman characters plus 10 figures. 26 punctuation marks

nanbnncndnfenfgnhnijnjknklnmnonpnnqnrnsntrunvnwnxynzn/]]1234567890]++]*%'":;...
NANBNCNDNENFNGHNIJNKNLNMNONPNNQNRNSNTRUNVNWNXYNZN!/?\%

nanbnncndnfenfgnhnijnjknklnmnonpnnqnrnsntrunvnwnxynzn
NANBNCNDNENFNGHNIJNKNLNMNONPNNQNRNSNTRUNVNWNXYNZN
N/]]1234567890]++]*%'":;/\%
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O-u</td>
<td>O-i</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>S-o</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>S-o</td>
<td>S-o</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>S-o</td>
<td>S-o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>á</td>
<td>ē</td>
<td>ã</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ã</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>O-d</td>
<td>O-p</td>
<td>O-p</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>O-n</td>
<td>O-i</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>O-U</td>
<td>O-i</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>O-i</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>O-U</td>
<td>O-n</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>O-e</td>
<td>O-e</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>O-e</td>
<td>O-e</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
<td>Ë</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pan Nigerian characters with old key mapping*
### Pan-Nigerian leaded characters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>characters</th>
<th>characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B d k s</td>
<td>B D K S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m m m n n n</td>
<td>m m m n n n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a a a a a</td>
<td>a a a a a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e e e e e</td>
<td>e e e e e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i i i i i i</td>
<td>i i i i i i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o o o o o o</td>
<td>o o o o o o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u u u u u u</td>
<td>u u u u u u</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>characters</th>
<th>characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B d k s</td>
<td>B D K S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m m m n n n</td>
<td>m m m n n n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a a a a a</td>
<td>a a a a a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e e e e e</td>
<td>e e e e e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i i i i i i</td>
<td>i i i i i i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o o o o o o</td>
<td>o o o o o o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u u u u u u</td>
<td>u u u u u u</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Additional phonetic characters for linguistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>characters</th>
<th>characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m m n n</td>
<td>m m n n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a o e e e e</td>
<td>a o e e e e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i i i i i</td>
<td>i i i i i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o o o o o o</td>
<td>o o o o o o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u u u u u u</td>
<td>u u u u u u</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>characters</th>
<th>characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m m n n</td>
<td>m m n n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a o e e e e</td>
<td>a o e e e e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i i i i i</td>
<td>i i i i i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o o o o o o</td>
<td>o o o o o o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u u u u u u</td>
<td>u u u u u u</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JOLAN Pan Nigerian, a multilingual PostScript outline-font family with custom keyboard software developed by Edward Oguejiofor and Victor Manfredi, 1985 - 86 in cooperation with the National Language Centre, Federal Ministry of Education, Lagos Nigeria. Pan Nigerian is a serif roman based on the Bauer letterpress font *Impressum* [courtesy of Fundición Tipográfica Neufville, Travesera de Gracia 183, Barcelona 08012 Spain] with technical assistance from Hermann Zapf, Darmstadt BRD. This test proof in 12- and 14-pt. on Macintosh Laserwriter 25 Sept. 1986 (kerning not supported at this date). *Times*

103 Pan-Nigerian characters (including unit-stored individual diacritic combinations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b d' k s</th>
<th>'B D K S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m m m n n n</td>
<td>m M M N N N N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a a a e o o o</td>
<td>A A A E E E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>é è è è è è è</td>
<td>É É É É É É</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>í í í í í í í</td>
<td>Í Í Í Í Í Í</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ó ò ò ò ò ò</td>
<td>Ó Ò Ò Ò Ò Ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ú ü ü ü ü ü</td>
<td>Ú Ú Ú Ú Ú Ú</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b d' k s</th>
<th>'B D K S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m m m n n n</td>
<td>m M M N N N N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a a a e o o o</td>
<td>A A A E E E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>é è è è è è è</td>
<td>É É É É É É</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>í í í í í í í</td>
<td>Í Í Í Í Í Í</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ó ò ò ò ò ò</td>
<td>Ó ò ò ò ò ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ú ü ü ü ü ü</td>
<td>Ú ü ü ü ü ü</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18 additional phonetic characters for linguistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>አ ከ</th>
<th>አ ከ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ው እ</td>
<td>ው እ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

remaining available characters (52 unmarked roman plus 10 figures and 22 punctuation marks)

nano bncn dnden fngnh n jn jnkln mnonpqn r nrsnt nu v nvwxynzn-+{1234567890}++@*^‘"

NAN BNCNDNENFNGNHINJNJNKNLNMNONPNQNRNSNTNUNVWNWXYNZN!%
Setting PanKwa type on the Macintosh

PanKwaPalatino\(^1\) includes all orthographic characters for the 12 federal Nigerian languages; for adjacent Kwa languages such as Gbe, Akan, Anyi; and for Kru languages. To set PanKwa type requires MacKeyméléon, Choix de Claviers DA, Laserwriter Utility, a bitmap family (PanKwaPalatino-Roman.fam) and 4 Postscript type-1 outlines (PanKwaPalRom/Ital /Bol/BolIta). Install PanKwaPalatino-Roman.fam in the System file (or open it from the Suitcase II DA), and drag Laserwriter Font Utility and PanKwaPalRom etc. into the System Folder. (Note: in the QuickDraw screen format -- used by printers like Stylewriter which don’t accept downloaded PostScript -- PanKwa is smoothed by Adobe Type Manager.)

Open the PanKwa keyboard with MacKeyméléon, and do “Installer” (under the “Fichier” menu). In a document (with the PanKwa keyboard selected by Choix de Claviers), each diacritic or special symbol is produced by holding down (Shift) Option plus an alphabetic or numeric key. For example, lower case ọ is produced by Option-1 (for the low tone) plus ọ (Option-0), while upper case Ọ is produced by Option-1 (for the low tone) plus Ọ (Shift-Option-0): Ọọ. Here is the full list:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e/E</td>
<td>'dotted e'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i/I</td>
<td>'dotted i'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o/O</td>
<td>'dotted o'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u/U</td>
<td>'dotted u'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s/S</td>
<td>'dotted s'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n/N</td>
<td>'nonsyllabic velar nasal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b/B</td>
<td>'implosive/glottalized b'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d/D</td>
<td>'implosive/glottalized d'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k/K</td>
<td>'ejective k'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g/G</td>
<td>'implosive/glottalized g'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y/Y</td>
<td>'implosive/glottalized y'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f/F</td>
<td>'voiceless bilabial fricative'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v/V</td>
<td>'voiced bilabial fricative'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y/Y</td>
<td>'voiced velar fricative'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j/J</td>
<td>'voiceless alveolar fricative'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a/A</td>
<td>'schwa'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e/E</td>
<td>'epsilon'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i/I</td>
<td>'iota'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o/O</td>
<td>'turned c'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u/U</td>
<td>'upsilon'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n/ন</td>
<td>'palatal nasal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n/ŋ</td>
<td>'velar nasal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/ɱ</td>
<td>'labiovelar nasal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u/ʊ</td>
<td>'unrounded u'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>'high tone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>'low tone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>'mid tone/macron'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>'breve/short syllable'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>'falling tone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>'rising tone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>'tild'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>'Methodist downstep'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>'umlaut'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>'low-rising tone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>'mid-rising tone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>'high-falling tone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>'mid-falling tone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>'subdot'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To get: type: (Shift) Option e
(Shift) Option i
(Shift) Option o
(Shift) Option u
(Shift) Option s
(Shift) Option n
(Shift) Option b
(Shift) Option d
(Shift) Option x
(Shift) Option k
Option c
Option y
(Shift) Option p
(Shift) Option v
(Shift) Option g
(Shift) Option z
(Shift) Option a
(Shift) Option 1
Option 2
(Shift) Option 3
Option 4
Option 5
(Shift) Option 6
Option 7
Option 8
Option h
Option 1
Option m
Option q
Option f
Option r
Option t
Option (single quote)
Option 9
Option r
Option m, then plain r
Option h, then plain f
Option m, then plain f
Option . (period)


\(^2\)I.e., type the diacritic before the letter. Superscript a tild by 2 or more points to combine it with an upper-case letter.
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OIT Announces Fast New Laser Printer

On April 1, OIT will make a new Xerox 4050 printer, which can print 50 pages per minute, available to the Harvard community. This printer provides high-quality laser output equal to the HP Laserjet and graphics comparable to Apple's LaserWriter. The Xerox can print six to ten times faster than either of the two desktops and twice as fast as OIT's IBM 6670 laser printer.

The Xerox 4050 can produce a variety of professional font sizes and faces (similar to Times, Helvetica, and Optima), as well as diacritic markings, on different weights of paper, both vertically and horizontally. Attached to OIT's IBM 3083 mainframe computer, the printer will be available to users of VMCMS for FOCUS, SAS, PL/I, and many other applications and procedural languages. Able to print most data processing listings and CMS files, the printer uses cut-sheet paper rather than the more traditional fanfold type with holes along both sides. It can print on three-hole punched and letterhead paper as well.

Especially interesting for users of SCRIPT is the new printer's typographic capabilities, including diacritic markings for most fonts. The 4050 can also support graphics created in SAS/Graph with a printing resolution of 300 dots per inch, producing camera-ready output for graphics, reports, and other publications. In the future, graphics files from other application programs will also be supported by the new printer.

OIT expects the 4050 will be able to support database and on-demand publishing applications, including those for non-roman languages, and plans to provide additional typographic fonts and space-saving printing options. At $0.07 per page, output from the new printer will cost less than that from the IBM 6670. On-line documentation is available to CMS users as part of the on-line help files.

For information about printing SAS/Graph files, call Harry Heermann (495-4656). For information about typesetting using SCRIPT and the 4050 printer, call Zack Deal (495-4793). Call Rick Whalen (495-3230) about using letterhead paper and forms with the new printer.

NCRIPTAL Contest

The National Center for Research to Improve Post-Secondary Teaching and Learning (NCRIPTAL) is sponsoring an academic software contest funded by NeXT. Offering an award for excellence in academic software that focuses on research in core values of disciplines and makes them explicit, the group is requesting submissions from the university community.

Submissions may be based on any current technology, consist of one or several pieces of software, and may include design of templates as well. The deadline for preliminary applications is April 13. For further information and application forms, contact David Stein of the Harvard Office of Patents, Copyrights, and Licensing, Holyoke 449, or call him at 495-3067.

Letters, Words, and Papers: Printing and Fonts at Harvard

Members of the Harvard community now have several different options for producing books, journals, papers, reports, and newsletters. They can choose the traditional method of sending manuscripts to a professional printer (with the Office of the University Printer being one of many possibilities); they can send computer disks or files to a professional printer; they can obtain hard-copy output from desktop laser printers or, for users of the mainframe, from the new OIT Xerox 4050 laser printer (see this page); or they can have their computer files (in PostScript) printed out on the very high quality (up to 2540 dots per inch) Linotronic 300P in William James.

The Linotronic and the LaserWriter are totally compatible, and any software that can run on the Linotronic can be used on the LaserWriter," assures Scott Bradner, in charge of the system on the twelfth floor of William James. The facility at William James is able to handle disks with MacWrite files directly, but if you are using PageMaker, Microsoft Word, or JustText (or any other special software), you will need to bring the software with you as well. Some publications that regularly obtain hard copy from the Linotronic at William James are the Harvard Theological Review, The Russian Review, and Harvard Ukrainian Studies. For more information about printing on the Linotronic, call Scott Bradner at 495-3864.

Principally geared to do large or regular jobs at the rate of $4.45 per inch on 8-inch wide paper, the William James facility will also take smaller jobs through an arrangement with OIT. The charge for smaller jobs is $8 per page, with a $15 minimum. For smaller jobs, call Zack Deal at 495-4793 or 495-3242.

Macintosh and PostScript Technology for Nigerian Languages

Nigeria's 100 million people speak 450 languages, but difficulties in processing and typesetting them have impeded publication of material sufficient to meet people's needs. While these languages have used Roman-based scripts since the 1860's, the 26-character alphabet cannot represent distinctive sounds in even the three largest of the Nigerian languages, Hausa, Igbo, and Yoruba. The flexibility of Macintosh computers and the simplicity of high-quality PostScript outline fonts promise improved printing capabilities in all the languages at appropriate levels of quality and cost.

Using Fontographer (see description elsewhere on this page), each character can be defined as a PostScript outline that will print at the appropriate resolution on the Apple LaserWriter (300 dots per inch), as well as on the Allied Linotronic 300 (3000 dots per inch, comparable to the best quality available from commercial typesetters). With the new Fontographer release, diacritics can be added to existing fonts like Times or Helvetica (or fonts can be designed and created from scratch).

From the Director: Information Utilities

Depending on your individual need, you can get assistance from the Office for Information Technology and other service departments at Harvard in many different ways. In the Office for Information Technology we offer some of our services as public utilities, some as custom contracts, some as retail services, and some as management or personal services. Wherever there is a high volume of activity or requests, we are attempting to package our services as utilities to provide the greatest value to the largest community in the least cost way.

Over the years, the University Telephone Service and the Harvard Computing Center timesharing service have been some of the more popular or better known utilities. Within a couple of years we expect the Telephone Service to grow into a campus-wide voice and data network. We expect those who have built central administrative databases will share the information they have collected through an information utility. The University library is well on its way toward putting its catalog online, which will be the precursor of a University Library Utility. Several of the data centers on campus have significant research and public databases to share with others. These on-line databases will become network-based information services after a campus network is installed.

Many of the future utilities will depend on a campus network for access to and delivery of information. While it will be several years before this environment will be fully developed, one of the future utilities of OIT is currently under development and can be used today. That utility is electronic publishing.

Your needs may range from simple text entry to final camera-ready copy. You may be interested in basic or specialized fonts, in text editing or page layout, in a desktop device or in a high-volume, high-resolution printer. All these capabilities are now being piloted in OIT and other service locations. In the University. To give you some idea of these capabilities, this issue of the Window focuses much of its attention on electronic publishing at Harvard.

Stephen C. Hall
Printing and Fonts continued from page 1

In addition to the various methods available for obliterating a page, several options exist for producing publications in foreign languages. Foreign language fonts (typefaces) have been designed for use in at least one of the following: Cyrillic, Greek, Hebrew, Nigerian, Oriental languages (Chinese, Japanese, Thai), and Sanskrit (see January Window). The methods of choice for producing hard-copy printouts in the individually-designed foreign language fonts depend on the particular software used to develop the fonts. Programs in PostScript files (like those for Apple products) can be used with the Apple LaserWriter.

Calendar Linotronic Test January 7: MacTechGroup meets the first presentation of HFS by original Apple School, building 651, room 106. For in 1. Linotronic Output
LaserWriter for good printouts. To obtain high-quality professional type-setting printouts, however, you will need to use either the Linotronic or a professional publisher, for even the Xerox 4050 produces printouts only as good as the LaserWriter (300 dot per inch). This newspaper is set on the LaserWriter for an example of high quality typesetting, see inset 1, which shows Linotronic output. While software already exists for Arabic language processing and for Chinese, anyone who regularly publishes in non-roman alphabets has great difficulty finding adequate word processing software. A Cyrillic font was developed at the William James facility using Aldus Fontographer software (see inset 2), as were two Greek fonts—one for the Loeb Classical Library and one for public use, called Titroff/Greek (see inset 3). Almost finished is a Coptic font, with one in Hebrew still under development. For a description of the Nigerian font developed by the Coptic Church and its uses see a paper on the same subject, available from the AFRICAN JOURNAL OF RESEARCH.

Nigerian Font continued from page 1

Before introduction of a font to reader, to adapt existing fonts for use with the various Nigerian languages would have been almost as unwieldy as using existing printing systems. Unlike most other African languages, which are written in a mixture of Roman and non-roman letters, Nigerian languages extend the Roman alphabet with diacritics through a system originally developed by Christian missionaries in the area. Diacritic markings for Nigerian languages are of three types: a mark under or over vowels (see inset) and a modified “s” (referred to as a “shad” although often elongated), hooks at the tops of b, d, k, and a set of three tone marks above all vowels and nasals. Some languages also need special nasal symbols represented by an “n” with a superscript dot added. To incorporate the various writing systems, the extensive diacritic system requires 51 new combinations. Including upper-case letters and a currency symbol, there are 103 Pan-Nigerian characters (see inset). Together with the 52 plain Roman letters, this system is satisfactory for comparing all the languages and most of the smaller ones. Substitutions and changes for other languages are straightforward with the Mac system.

Apart from the hooked letters, most Pan-Nigerian characters could be purchased for a premium (available on the new release of Microsoft Word), but because the vowels and nasals vary in width, each combination must be stored separately for optimal alignment of the subtext and tone marks. Alignment of tone marks is important because these markings should be read as a single line of a musical score. To keep the marks at a constant height with respect to lower-case letters requires that the height of upper-case characters also be reduced. Eliminating non-roman characters like cedilla-e allows all 103 characters to fit in the Macintosh ASCII set.

Creation of the Pan-Nigerian font was made possible by an agreement between the Nigerian Federal Ministry of Education and the commercial firm of Fundación Neufville of Barcelona. The font is based on Impressum, a Bauer letterpress face. Using a letterpress face promotes popularization of the new design because much Nigerian printing is done with metal type letterpress. The project itself involved a diverse group: linguists who advised the Nigerian Ministry of Education on the minimum number of characters required for Nigerian languages; Herman Zapf, renowned typographer, who envisioned the design; Neufville director Wolfgang Hartmann, who donated the Impressum face; and Apple programmer Edward Oguejiofor, who adapted the ASCII table and programmed logical keystroke combinations.

While much work still remains before Pan-Nigerian is ready for commercial typesetting, Macintosh applications are now possible. The current issue of the Journal of the Linguistic Association of Nigeria was edited on disk and typeset on OIT LaserWriter and the Chiron Linotronic 300 in William James Hall. (Copies of the journal are available from Victor Manfredi at 427 William James.) In addition, the Macintosh’s capacity to store information in Nigerian orthographies permits the processing of language data for production of a new generation of dictionaries, a significant step in the growth of literacy.

Thanks to the linguists from the Nigerian Ministry of Education, Herm Zapf, Wolfgang Hartmann, Edward Oguejiofor of the OIT and Chiron staff members who helped cox acceptable hard copy from the printers, Nigerians may soon find it easier to print publications in their own languages.

Victor Manfredi

Medical Area Macintosh Group

Recent meetings of the Medi-Mac users group featured presentations on Pulse Point and FileMaker Plus, practice management and professional billing software, as well as on recovering damaged files and disks. Medi-Mac, a group of health care professionals who use Macintosh equipment, has been meeting monthly at Boston’s Beth Israel Hospital since March of 1986.

In February, a presentation by Ben Calica on networking Macintosh computers was the topic, and in March, a demonstration of MedQuest, a computerized practice management system for physicians.

Meetings of the group are held on the third Thursday of each month, at 6:30 p.m. in the Dana 5 Conference Room of Beth Israel Hospital, 330 Brookline Avenue, Boston. To add your name to the group’s mailing list, write to Medi-Mac, c/o the Boston Computer Society, One Center Plaza, Boston, MA 02108, or call Steven Locke at 735-4664 or Scott Finley at 287-3667.